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Abstract-Standard error estimates for approxlmatlons to hyperbohc equarlons are only vahd over a 
finite time Interval This paper considers the behavior of the error m the two most common dlscretlzatlon 
schemes over the entIre Interval 0 5 f < = 
Funte difference dpproximattons are analyzed for approxlmatmg the Cauchy problem for hyperbohc 
systems It IS recalled that, If the system IS dlsslpatlve. error estimates that are global m r can be obtained 
For strictly conservative systems, the role of local energy decay IS pomted out and used to obtam global 
m t local m x error estimates 
Fnute element methods are consIdered for nonlinear mmal, boundary value problems for hyperbolic 
systems It IS proven that If the nonlmear term IS lotall\ Llpsctutz and the equation IS dlsslpatlve when 
hneanzed about the true solution, then global m I convergence follows with the expected rates 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers the approximate solution of first order, hyperbolic systems of equations 
by finite difference and finite element methods Problems associated with these types of equa- 
tions represent avery active ongomg field of research m numerical analysis and applied math- 
ematics However, most of the effort has been dlrected at problems that are local m tzme 
proving existence or constructmg an approximate solution on some bounded time mterval 
OIt<T<x, etc This reflects the knowledge of the contmuous equations finite time 
estimates, although dlfflcult enough, are much easier to obtam than global m time estimates 
(especially m the nonlinear case) 
The aim of this paper is to examine the global WI time behavior of the two most common 
numerical methods for approxlmatmg the solutions to such equations finite difference and 
finite element methods Where possible, error estimates are proved that are vahd for large t 
In general, it 1s seen that the posslblhty of obtammg such global estimates for approxlmatlons 
1s mtlmately connected to the presence of dlsslpatlon in the contmuous equation 
When dissipative, linear, Cauchy problems are approximated by reasonable methods, the 
errors are optimal uniformly m t When strictly conservative problems are approximated the 
error will grow linearly in t until it 1s O(1) Nevertheless, ome conservative quations pose 
a “local” dlsslpatlon property For these equations, the local errors are agam optimal, unlfomly 
in t For boundary value problems, a notion of nonlinear dlsslpatlon 1s introduced under which 
the large time behavior of the errors to nonlmear problems can be analyzed 
1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
This paper IS concerned with finite difference approxlmatlon to linear, Cauchy problems 
and finite element approxlmatlons to semilinear mitral, boundary value problems 
Consider the Cauchy problem for u = u(x, t) 
u, = i A,u,, + Bu, u(x, 0) = g(x) (1 1) 
I=1 
When i,,,(B) < 0 the above equation IS dlsslpatlve or A-stable and solutions converge to steady 
states exponentially fast at t + = First the work of Gustafsson[9], and Gary[7] 1s bnefly 
+The work described herem was parnally supported by NSF Grant MCS-8202025 
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reviewed for approximations to such problems It 1s not surprlsmg that since such problems 
are “exponential” well-posed, many difference schemes mhent this feature and the error m 
those schemes can be bounded by terms of optimal order uniformly m r 
Next, the more delicate case where (1 1) is strzcrly conservarzve (B = 0) IS considered 
In this case, an example IS given that illustrates the fact that the local errors m the approxlmatlon 
to conservative equations are themselves conserved As a result, they increase linearly until 
the error is O(1) for large t 
The focal energy properties of conservative hyperbolic systems have recently been mves- 
tlgated by a number of researchers If the “sound speeds” of ( 1 1) are all nonzero (or if ( 1 1) 
IS uniformly propagative), then the local energy m bounded domains can be shown to vanish 
as t - = More generally, following Avlla and Costa[3] and Murata[22a], It IS shown that the 
energy associated with (1 1) can be partitioned into three components One component IS 
constant m t, one has a fixed local decay rate and one decays locally but without any fixed 
rate (it can -0 arbltraly slowly m fact!) In addition, the smoothness of the mltlal data required 
to obtain a given local energy decay rate 1s pointed out 
Next, these ideas are exploited m the context of difference approximations to (1 1) It IS 
shown how a theory of approxzmate local energy decay can be developed for difference ap- 
proxlmatlons to (1 1) As a consequence, local (m X) error estimates are proven that are valid 
globally (m t) 
Next, semdmear boundary value problems of the following form are considered 
u, = A(x)u, + f(x, II), x E n, t > 0, 
u(x, 0) given, (1 2) 
u(x, t) constrained for x E ai 
The nonlinear term f 1s assumed to be only focally Llpschltz m u and to satisfy at rhe exact 
solutzon u the following nonlinear dlsslpatlvlty condltlon for large I 
(1 3) 
where a IS the rate of exponential growth to the linear equation Specifically, if f = 0 solutions 
to (1 2) can be bounded by terms of the form cur 
The Galerkm, finite element method 1s used to approximate the solution to ( 1 2) Following 
Layton[20], It IS shown how the usual method must be modified to ensure stablhty for lmeanzed 
problems of the form (1 2) It 1s shown that this modified method converges to the solution of 
(1 2) umformly on 0 5 r < a The proof requires considerable technical details, msmg from 
the facts that f 1s only locally Llpschltz and the dlsslpatlvrty condltlon (1 3) holds only for the 
true solution 
Without the condltlon (1 3), convergence can only be shown for bounded time intervals 
0 5 t I T < =, even for globally Llpschltz f, or for linear equations Not only IS (1 3) the 
most general condltlon under which global m t convergence can be shown, It 1s also the most 
general (systematic) condltlon under which (1 2) ~111 actually possess uniformly bounded 
solutions 
The analysis for (1 2) only considers contmuous m time schemes Similar results can be 
expected under appropriate time dlscretlzatlons Smce the proof for discrete time methods 
introduces extra length and techrucahtles (but no new Ideas), only the contmuous m time method 
will be consldered 
2 NOTATION 
With the exceptlon of the tnply Indexed norms needed to study local energy decay m 
difference schemes, the notation used IS all standard notation for L2 norms and norms on 
Sobolev spaces 
llfll wdl denote the usual (L2(sZ))” norm of function f Q C R” --, R” (ii’, m and n will be 
clear from the context m which 11 1 IS used) (L”(Q))” IS defined m the usual way also The 
(f,“)” norm IS denoted 11 /lLP The norm on the Sobolev space (Wi(Q))“( = (H”(Q))” If p = 2) 1s 
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defined agam as usual, see Adams111 and denoted (1 11, (when p = 2) ) 1, ( , ) ~111 denote the 
Euclidean norm and inner product on R” If A and & are symmetnc matnces, “A 2 B” ~111 
be taken to mean that (A - B) IS positive definite 
The Founer and inverse Fourier transforms are defined in the usual manner For functions 
f(x), g(0) R” ---, R” 
(3-f)@) = f(O) E (,,)-‘n’z 
f 
em’@ “‘f(x) dx, 
Rm 
(P’g)(x) = g(x) = (,,)-,‘2 e’@ “‘g(8) de 
The smoothness condltlons m Section 3 2 3 ~111 be stated m the L’ sense m the transform 
space Followmg for example Nlkol’sku[23] Chapter 9, define the Bessel-MacDonald potential 
operator I, 
I$4 = F_‘((l + )0j2)-\‘z(i/TU)(0)), --oo<s<x 
The norm 11 II1 s ,, 1s defined as 
with the usual modlflcatlon if p = m In this norm, k 1s the rate of decay at infinity, s is the 
degree of smoothness and p IS the LP norm m which both are measured Note that for all k, s, 
p < =, 
(-& li(B)IpdB]I-I, 
and whenp = 2, s E Z’, 
Il4: 5 p = lbllf + ll4lf + + llXrn41S 
./ will denote the Swam space of C’” rapidly decreasing functions Note that if f E ./ 
then ll.flL 5 p < = for all k, s, p 
3 LARGE TIME ESTIMATES FOR FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS TO 
THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
Consider the Cauchy problem for the system 
au 
z = 2 A, g + Bu + f(x, t), uk 0) = g(x) 
J=i J 
(3 1) 
Here A,, B are real, nonsmgular s X s symmetnc matrices and f, u, g RN X R’ + R” The 
assumption that the matrices A, occumng m (3 1) are symmetnc IS a convement one m that It 
ensures L’-well posedness of the mmal value problem In some physlcal problems described 
by hyperbolic systems the matrices are not symmetnc but rather symmetnzable (e g the Euler 
equations and their denved systems such as the shallow water equations) Everythmg that 1s 
discussed herein extends m a straightforward manner to such systems as well 
Another slmphflcatlon that shall frequently be made IS the assumption that f(x, r) = 0 
Since (3 1) IS linear, If the homogeneous equation can be described adequately results for the 
mhomogeneous one, follow as well by (essentially) using Duhamel’s pnnclple and the estimates 
for the homogeneous equation 
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3 1 The Cauchy problem for hyperbolrc equations the dlsslpatrve case 
In this portion the dissipative case of (3 1) ~111 be considered In this case, the equation 
IS strongly stable, effects of mmal perturbanons decay exponentially and bounded forcing terms 
f(x, t) give nse to responses that are umformly bounded for all trme The basic assumpnon 
that ensures this 1s A-stabzhty of (3 1) 
An,(B) < 0 (3 2) 
PROPOSITION 3 1 
Assume (3 2) holds (I e (3 1) IS A-stable) then the solution to (3 1) satisfies 
Ilu(t 5 e-%ll + 
1 - e-a’ IN S)ll 
( 11 a orsrr 
where a = j&,,,(B)( > 0 
Proof u(x, t) satisfies 
(u,,W = (,@$u) + (Bu,u) + (f,u) 
Thus, 
If the termmology of Gustafsson[B] 1s used, Proposmon 3 1 Implies that (3 I) 1s A-well- 
posed provided (3 2) holds Now consider the homogeneous case, f = 0, and a difference 
approxlmatlon to (3 1) of the form 
v(x, t + k) = Qv(x, t) (3 3) 
DEFINITION (Gustafsson ([9], Def 1 2, p 508)) 
Assume f = 0 The difference approximation (3 3) is said to be A-stable If there are 
constants a2 > 0 and K2 > 0 such that 
Ilv(x, t)ll 5 K2e-“~'IIv(.x, O)l( 
for all V(X, 0) E L* (Kreus and Ohger[ 141) The method IS strictly stable If a2 2 a 
The significance of A-stability of difference schemes 1s that consistency and A-stability of 
the difference scheme with the dlsslpanvuy condmon (3 2) for the dlfferentlal equation implies 
that the approximate solution will converge to the true solution unrformly In t, Gustaffson ([9], 
Section 4) If any of the above condmons are dropped counterexamples can be given to uniform 
convergence m r See also Gary[7] for results along the same hnes 
In addmon, the error can be further characterized m the A-stable case When f = 0, and 
(3 I), (3 1) are A-stable, the contnbutlon to the error at tune t from the mrtlal error ~111 decay 
exponentially m t as t +- CQ The total error at time t wdl be optimal order for all times 0 5 t < = 
but ~111 not decay m t as t + C=J (Thts 1s because the equation that governs the error 1s a forced 
equation whose forcmg term IS essentially the local truncatlon error which does not decay ) 
However, the more dissipation that 1s present m the system, the smaller the constant m the 
error estimate 
The above observatrons on the error m (3 3) m the A-stable case are well-known for lmear 
Cauchy problems It will be shown m a later section that similar results hold for semllmear 
boundary value problems when dlscretlzed by, for example, flmte element methods 
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Smce the dlsslpatlve case has been carefully analyzed, as sketched above, by Gustafsson(91 
and Gary[7], the delicate smctly conservative case IS now exammed 
3 2 The Cauchy problem the conservatwe case 
The case where energy 1s stnctly conserved 1s mtermedlate between the A-stable and the 
A-unstable case It corresponds to the case when there 1s no zeroth order term present m (3 1) 
au 
z = 2 A, 2, W, 0) = g(x) 
,=I J 
(3 4) 
The traditional descnptlon of this case m the literature 1s that the error m a difference approx- 
lmatlon will increase linear m t as more time steps are taken until, eventually, the global error 
1s degraded to O(1) It will be shown how (m one space dlmenslon at least) a much more 
precise descnptlon 1s possible 
First, the global error m one space dlmenslon will be examined Next, it will be shown 
that some equations of the form (3 4) possess a local dlsslpatlon property even though they are 
conservative globally This will be exploited to show that m some of these cases the local error 
is optimal, uniformly in t, 0 I t < m 
3 2 1 The case of one space dzmenslon In one space dimension, the equation 
(A = TAT-‘), 
can be uncoupled into a set of scalar equations by dlagonahzmg the matnx A 
2 = A,(A) 2, w = Tu 
If the uncoupled equations are scaled to have wave speed 1, we amve at the standard, test 
problem m numerical analysis, 
au au 
at = ax’ 4x9 0) = f(x), (u R x R+-,R) (3 5) 
Fix a meshwidth  and a tlmestep k, with k/h = 1 E constant, and consider a finite difference 
approximation to (3 5) of the form 
v,+,(x) = ~v,(x>, vo(x) = f(x), 
&v(x) = c a,v(x + Jh), S la,l < m 
,=-z ,=-a 
(3 6) 
The above method IS assumed to be stable m L2 
IW”fll s (1 + W4Ml~ nk 5 1 
and accurate of order r, 1 e for all smooth solutions of (3 5) 
u(x, (n + 1)k) = du(x, nk) + O(h”+‘) 
It IS well-known that the above two condmons can be rephrased m terms of the symbol a(@ 
of (3 6) as respectively 
a(e) = 2 a,e’Je, 
JEZ 
a@) = exp we0 + 4(e))), 4(e) = O(P) as lel + 0 
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see, e g Peetre and ThomCe[24], Hedstrom[ lo] or Krelss[ 121 Under these condmons global 
(m X) convergence follows for bounded time mtervals (for a proof, see, for example. the three 
previous references) 
THEOREM 3 1 
Assume (3 6) IS stable m L*(W), accurate of order r > 0 and f E W’“‘(R) Then, for 
r=nk=O 
The linear growth m t m the above error estimate presents us with an apparent problem 
since both the continuous and discrete equation have non-increasing energy 
II4 9 Qll 5 ML IIVJ III 5 llfll 
In spite of this the error seems to increase linearly as more trmesteps are taken Heunstically , 
this IS easy to explain The equation for the error IS an mhomogeneous equation forced by the 
local truncation error This forcmg term accounts for the linear growth m Theorem 3 1 We 
next give an example that illustrates this precisely 
Example Consider the followmg method-of-lmes approxlmatlon to (3 5) v(x, t) = u(x, 
t) and satisfies the equations 
d 
;t V(& t) = 
v(x + h, t) - V(X - h, t) 
2h 
v(x, 0) = f(x), (3 7) 
d 
that result when z m (3 5) 1s replaced by its central difference approxlmatlon Rrst, it 1s 
shown how (3 7) can (formally) be wntten as a fmlte difference approxlmatlon The Fourier 
transform of (3 7) 1s 
i O(0, t) = th-' sin (h&0(0, f), P(O, 0) = m, 
whose solution IS 
C(U, t) = exp (th-‘l sin (hO))_?(@ 
Ax 1 > 0 with k = Ah and expand the followmg C^-periodic function m Its Fourier series 
a(U) = exp (2J sm 0) = 3 u,e”” 
,=-x 
(3 8) 
Then, the method-of-lmes approxlmatton (3 7) 1s equivalent to the finite difference method 
v,+,(x) = r/v,(x) = i qv,(x + jh), V”(X) = f(x), 
,=-r 
where the fimte difference operator has symbol a(U), (3 8) 
Since lu(O)( = 1 the method (3 7) IS stnctly conservative 
IM > t)ll = Ml7 tzo 
Further, (3 7) IS second order accurate (as expected) since 
u(U) = exp (lM[l + &O)l), 4((j) 3 7 - 1 = O(U’) 
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Next, consider the error 1n (3 7) for large t Comparmg the transform of (3 5) with the 
transform of the discrete equations gives (6 = li - 0) 
C(0, t) = {exp (00) - exp (t1U[ 1 + &hQ])}j(U) 
Tlus formula indicates that the error IS governed by a difference of complex exponentials with 
a small (nonzero) error 1n their phase, &ho) Thus, after a sufficiently large number of penods 
have evolved the difference between the two must be the O(1) See Layton and Matthe1J[21] 
for a detailed quantltatlve dlscusslon of the consequences for large t of a small phase error 
3 2 2 Higher space dunenslon local energy decay From the previous sections, 1t 1s clear 
that having small errors uniformly 1n t depends upon the d1sslpat1vlty properties of the continuous 
equation The conservative quation (3 5) 1s not globally d1ssrpat1ve so the global error 1n 1ts 
approxlmatlon must increase to O( 1) as more tImesteps are taken However, some conservative 
systems of the form (3 5) possess omething akin to a local dissipation property This local 
decay of energy has been studled, for example, by, e g Lax and Ph1111ps[lS], Av1la and 
Costa[3] and W1lcox[30] for hyperbolic systems and many other people for the (second order) 
wave equation, see W1lcox[29] and the references therein for this 
In our treatment we follow Av1la and Costa[3] In addition, we point out the smoothness 
required to obtain a specific local energy decay rates Numencally, 1t 1s also important hat 
these hold for a general class of (smooth) functions For this to hold also, 1t 1s necessary to 
add the additional supposltlon that the system (3 1) be umform/y propagatwe as defined by 
wllcox[3o] 
This section treats only the continuous equation After this, 1t will be shown how local 
energy decay 1n the continuous equation gives optimal errors locally 1n space, uniformly 1n t 
for numerical methods 
Associated with the initial value problem (3 1) 
au 
jy = 2 A, g, u(x, 0) = f(x), x E R”, t > 0, 
/=I J 
1s the symbol of the steady state part of (3 1) 
A(0) = &A, + + &A, 
Let i,(e), e,(0) denote the elgenvalues and orthonormal elgenvectors of A(0) The elgenvectors 
are chosen to be measurable functions of 8 (this 1s possible by W1lcox[28], Theorem 2) and 
the elgenvalues are chosen to be continuous functions of 0 (Wllcox[28], Theorem 1) 
The eigenvalues are ordered so that 12,(e) A,(e) never vamsh for 181 = 1, 1,+,(e), 
A,(@) vamsh for some 0 with 101 = 1 but not ldentlcally, and &+,(e), 
1dent;cally 
,12,(e) vamsh 
Remark The case when some of the eigenvalues of A(@ vanish for some but not all values 
of 8 1s important since Maxwell’s equations 1n some instances have this property, as do the 
equations of magnetogasdynanucs, seeTamura(261 The descnptlon of the local energy 1n these 
cases 1s less complete than 1n the case of uniformly propagative systems This ~111 be reflected 
also 1n the estimates 1n the next section on the long time errors 1n finite difference approxlmatlons 
to such systems 
THEOREM 3 2 
and 
L2(R”, RL) = 8, @ gS @ c 1; where all three are closed, mutually orthogonal subspaces 
(a) If f E _ 1; then u(x, t) 1s independent of t 
(b) For f E gSs. Ilu(x, Oll,P(~, --* Oasr+ ~foreveryboundeddomamsZandp, 1 up s 03 
However, there 1s no minimum speed of propagation for f E gs so that no minimum speed of 
local energy decay can be given, even for f E & fl J 
(c) There 1s a minimum speed of propagation for solutions with 1ntt1al data 1n 8, If 
f E &?, Ilu(x, OIL,,, + 0 as t + = for any bounded Q C R” Further, the rate can be specified 
depending upon the initial data •I 
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Part (c) of the above 1s a classical result, see Lax and Phllhps[ 151, part (b) was proven 
by Murata[22a] and Avila and Costa[3] and part (a) and orthogonahty of the subspaces follow 
directly from the Founer transform representation of the solutions, given m (3 10) below 
Our next goal 1s to give the precise smoothness required of mmal data f E c/r to obtam a 
given rate of local energy decay as I + x In the space 6,. and to construct exphcltly the spaces 
c:,, C, and c I 
The Founer transform of the Equation (3 9) IS the ordmary differential equation 
i Q(8, t) = tA@)Q(@, t), ii@, 0) = t(e) (3 10) 
Define ii,@, t) = (h, e,), j,(0) = (i, e,) The system (3 10) then uncouples mto scalar equa- 
tions, and the solution of the full system IS found to be 
iice, r) = i iqe, t)e,w = i @w+%,(e) 
j=I ,=I 
Whence, 
U(X, t) = (27c)-n’? i 1 j,(f))el’(@ r)+/,‘@‘fJe,(fl) de
,=, R” 
(3 11) 
This gives the solution to (3 9) as a superposltlon of the plane waves 
m direction 8 E R” with speed -E.,(0)/[0( Defining u,(x, t) to be the sum m (3 11) of terms 
corresponding to A,, , A,, u,(x, t) the sum of the terms m (3 11) correspondmg to jr+ ,, 
A,, and u , the sum of the terms correspondmg to the E (+, , 
decor&osltlon of II announced m the previous theorem 
E, terms gives the 
The correspondmg space of mmal 
condltlons are 
4, = 6- ’ (span {e,(e), e,(@))), 
6, = 6-l (span {e,, ,, .‘e,W}), (3 12) 
I = 6-‘(span {e?+,(e), t edW) 
The Idea of the proof of Theorem 3 2 IS baslcally to Introduce spherlcal coordmates m 
the integral (3 11) and thus reduce the problem to a family of one dImensIona problems m the 
radms vanable parametenzed by the dlrectlon vanable 
The pomt of the next theorem IS to specify the rate of local energy decay m Theorem 
3 2(c) correspondmg to the smoothness and decay at mfimty m the mltlal data For this purpose, 
we return to the one dlmenslonal example 
au _=AZ, 
at 
u(x, 0) = f(x), XER 
The Founer transform representation of the solution IS then 
u(x, t) = (27~)~“~ i 1 j,(U)el’(” r)+*l”“e, dU, 
,=I R 
where I.,, e, are given by Ae, = Il,e, and _?, = (f(O), e,) 
THEOREM 3 3 
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Assume A-’ exists Then, there 15 a constant C = C(q) such that for q = I, 2, 
lu(x, t)( 5 c ’ + Ix’ + ( + Ixl’l t ‘I 1 2 Ilf lljrl ) Inr+,=q 
proof Wnte u = (27~)~“’ Xi=, u/e,, where 
Proceed by a density argument First assume that f(O) (hence j,(O)) has compact support Since 
an expllclt mequality is obtained at the end, the result will then follow for all f with that norm 
fmlte (no need for 1 to have compact support) Integration by parts with respect to 0 then gives 
u,(x, t) = (3 13) 
where 
Since A., # 0, this gives 
Thus, 
lu(-G 01 5 c !-a (llfll, 0 I + llfllo I ,I 
t 
Integration by parts m - 1 more times m (3 13) gives 
IN& t)l 5 c ( 1 + 1x1 + /xl* + + I@ tq 1 c II% s I nl+s=q 0 
3 2 3 Local energy decay and error estimates for difference approxtmatlons The lmpll- 
cations of local dlsslpatlon are now mvestlgated for the local error m difference approxlmatlons 
It will be shown that, up to terms of the order of accuracy of the method, the difference 
approxlmatlon satlsfles a local energy decay property One consequence of this was pointed 
out m [17] Speclflcally, the local error will be optimal uniformly m t for sufficiently smooth 
mltlal data 
The analysis on the discrete equations will be largely restricted to the model equation m 
one space dimension 
au au -=- 
at ax' u(x, 0) = f(x) 
Technical comphcatlons are present m difference approxlmatlons m higher space dlmenslons 
that are not present m the continuous equation At present, it 1s only known how to overcome 
these techmcal pomts for some speclflc schemes (e g Fnednchs scheme) 
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Let V,(X) be the difference approxlmatlon to u given by (3 6), where ‘/ 1s stable m L? 
and accurate of order r > 0 
THEOREM 3 3 
Assume .‘f is stable m L’ and accurate of order r Then, for t = nk > 0 
IW)l 5 c (I + L+ ~Ilfllll I I + Ml, 0 I) + Ch’llfllor I f 
More generally, 
IbAX)l 5 c (1 + 1x1 + tq + ‘x’q) (,xq llfllms ,) + ch’llfll,-, , I 
holds, where C depends upon q 
Proof v,(x) 3 v(x, t,) 1s given by 
v(x, t) = (27r)-“2 
= (2n)-“2 
I exp (tz&l + 4(W) + 1x0))(8) de, R 
I 
e”UF(h, 0, t, x) d0, 
R 
where F = e”“~(@ exp (tool) Integration by parts gives 
(3 14) 
v(x, t) = (2n)-“* F $ F(h. 0, t, x) d0, 
and thus, 
Iv(x, 01 5 C+lIti- I, 1_?(O)/ dO + It\-’ I, 
Now, a(B) is a smooth penodlc function of 0 given exphcltly by the consistency condltlon, 
so that a(8) 1s also bounded away from zero For z real, d(z) + zb’(z) can be calculated 
explicitly 
&z, + z@(z) = (d-‘a’(z)a(z)-’ - 1, z E R, (3 1% 
so that 4(z) + z~‘(z) IS umformly bounded for z E W Further, smce 4 1s smooth 
4(z) + 24’(z) = O(z’) as z(rea1) + 0 
Thus, by the argument m Layton1 181 Equations (6) and (7), 
(3 16) 
(3 17) 
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holds for every s, 0 % s I x, where c = C(s) Further, by (3 16) 
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Usmg (3 17) and (3 18) gives the case m = 1 m the theorem The case of general m follows 
by integration by parts m - 1 more times and applying (essentially) the same argument 0 
A corresponding local energy decay theory can be given for the error as follows 
PROFWITION 3 2 
Assume ,r/ 1s stable m L’ and accurate of order r Then, (m = 1) for t = nk > 0 
Proof The proof follows closely the proof of the previous theorem, e(x, t) can be wntten 
as 
e(x, t) = 
where 
F(r, 0, h, x) 
Integration by parts as before gives 
e(x, t) = (27r)-“I 
(27r-“2 e”“F(t, 0, h, x) d0, 
= eLr”[l - exp (aUf$(hU))]j(U) 
G(t, U, h, x) dU, G= 
Thus, for t = nk > 0, 
le(x, t)l 5 (27~)-“~ y J le”’ - a(hO>‘llOf(O)l dO 
+ (2X)-“* 
- 
t (3 19) 
As m the previous proof, 
Smce the scheme 1s stable, (e”” - a(~)“1 c 2 Thus, the result follows cl 
REMARK 3 1 
Analogous results to Proposmon 3 2 naturally hold for higher m 
The above predicts that the error approaches zero locally at r + x and h + 0 A sharper 
analysis of the dependence of the error on the meshwldth IS possible by exploltmg the fact that 
in (3 19) 
le “” - a(hO)“l = le”’ - exp (tzo(l + f$(he)))l 
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Smce complex exponentlals are Llpschltz the above can be bounded by C&B’ This, then 
introduces an h’ term m the error estimate and cancels the r-’ term m Proposltlon 3 2 
The final result of this analysis 1s that the error IS 0th’) locally m x umformly m t, 
Ost<a 
THEOREM 3 4 
Assume ,c/ is stable m L* and accurate of order r Then, for every t = nk 2 0 
luk t) - V”(X)l 5 ch’~l4llfllo r+? I + Ml, TC, ,> q 
Admittedly, there are a number of techmcal details necessary to make this argument precise 
In Layton[ 171, these were camed out (from a different pomt of view) so they ~111 be omltted 
here 
The above Implies, m particular, that d Q IS a bounded domam, the error m LP(Q) IS 
O(h’) uniformly m t 
COROLLARY 3 2 
Let D C R’ be bounded Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 4 
holds for t = nk > 0 and 1 3 p I cc 
REMARK 3 2 
In all of these results, if f 1s correspondmgly less smooth then a correspondmgly smaller 
rate of convergence m the O(h’) term holds Indeed, by splitting the Integral m (3 17), (3 18) 
at 101 = &“‘+I instead of 101 = nh-‘, similar results follow with Ch’llfllo, , replaced by 
Chfl”lfj,, where 0 5 s S r + 1 and p = r/r + 1 
REMARK 3 3 
When p = 2 m Corollary 3 2, the smoothness condltlons can be stated m terms of the 
more natural Sobolev spaces W’,(R) mstead of L m s p This requires a somewhat more mvolved 
argument, see Layton[ 171 
4 UNIFORM IN t CONVERGENCE FOR GALERKIN METHODS FOR SEMILINEAR 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section the behavior of the error 1s consldered m the approxlmatlon of boundary 
value problems for hyperbolic systems for large values of t Here, we concentrate on the 
Galerkm method smce it 1s more natural for boundary value problems Naturally, similar results 
can be obtamed for other, nonstandard, finite element methods (e g the ones proposed by 
Baker[4], Wmther[31]), or finite difference methods, by simply modlfymg, as necessary, the 
arguments m this section, or regardmg the fimte element method as a finite difference scheme 
lmkmg the nodal values 
4 1 The contmuous equatton 
Let $2 = [0, l] and for x E Q, t L 0 consider the semllmear hyperbohc system 
au 
- = A(x) E + f(x, u(x)), 05x5 1, t > 0, u(x, 0) = u,(x), (4 1) 
at 
where A IS a k x k smooth, symmetric matnx-function of x, f !i2 X R * Wk 1s a C’, 1OCally 
Llpschltz function, and K i2 x R+ ---, R’ To specify the boundary condltlons, we dlagonahze 
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A by making a change of dependent variables followmg Krelss[ 111 (henceforth, A IS taken to 
be diagonal) 
A’ = dlag (a,, , a,) > 0, 
A” = dlag (ur+,, , at) > 0 
(4 2) 
The boundary condltlons now take the form 
u’(0, t) = S’u”(0, t), u”(1, t) = S”U’(1, f), (4 3) 
where S’ and S1’ are fixed r X (n - r) and (n - r) X I matrices respectively and u = (II’, 
u”)~’ 1s the partltlon of u correspondmg to the partltlon of A in (4 2) 
The basic assumption upon (4 1), (4 2), (4 3) IS that the solution exists for all time and 
Its L2(!i2) norm 1s umformly bounded m r 
This 1s an lmphclt assumption upon the nonlmear term f It will be made exphclt m the 
statement of the theorem (Assumption (LD)) 
REMARK 4 1 
Time dependence m A and f does not essentially change the results that follow provided 
A IS uniformly (m t) dlagonahzable so that boundary condmons of the form (4 3) can be given 
Also, the assumption that A is diagonal is not necessary It simplifies the notation somewhat 
In practice, it 1s probably better to leave A nondlagonal d the boundary condltlons (4 3) can 
be made simpler 
The linear problem associated with (4 l), (4 2), (4 3) is well-posed Krelss[ 1 l] has shown, 
for example, that if f = f(x, t) (I e IS independent of u), there IS a C > 0, a < to such that 
1114 , t)ll i Cea’lluoll + C 
I 
’ ea’r-s)llf( , s)ll ds 
0 
(4 4) 
To study the long time behavior of (4 1) a more precise estimate than this IS necessary For 
this, a Lyapunov functional ( , )G 1s constructed for the hnear problem, f = f(x, t), followmg 
Layton[20] 
Let G(x) = 
( 
G’(x) 0 
o 
G”(x) 1 
denote a diagonal, posltlve-definite, k X k matnx function 
of x partltloned m the manner of A In Layton[20], the followmg was proven 
PROPOSITION 4 1 
Given A, S’, S” Then, there IS a G(x) = CT > 0, as above, satlsfymg 
S”TA”(l)G”(l)S” I A’(l)G’(I) 
fA’(O)G’(O)S’ I A”(O)G”(O) 0 
The relevance of this matnx G!x) IS that the inner product 
’ (u, v), = u(x)*G(x)v(x) dx 
induces a norm 11 IIc = G ( q e ulvalent to the usual Lz norm) that acts as a Lyapunov 
functional for the contmuous equation Specifically, the operator A (d/ax) IS semlbounded m 
( , k (see LaytonPOl) 
(4 5) 
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holds for some a and all smooth u satlsfymg the boundary conditions (4 3) The smallest a for 
which the above holds determines the rate of growth of the contmuous equation 
We note that the matnx G(x) can be chosen so that stnct mequahty hods m Proposltlon 
4 1 In this case, the equation 1s said to be srrlctly semlbounded m ( , )G 
4 2 The numeruzal method unrform m t convergence 
The method used to approximate the solution to (4 I), (4 2), (4 3) 1s the usual Galerkm 
method posed m the nonstandard inner product ( , jG constructed as above Let Sh denote a 
genenc finite element space of vector functions in (H’(R))” satisfying the boundary condltlons 
(4 3) of the continuous problem and the followmg standard approxlmatlon assumption There 
IS an r 2 1 such that for all u E (H’(Q))” satlsfymg the boundary condltlons (4 3) 
Inf {lb - XII + Mu - xllJ 5 Wl4L XESh 
We have m mmd the usual case where Sh consists of Co-plecewlse polynomials of degree 
%r - 1 on a quaslumform mesh Thus, the standard inverse estimate 
llxlls 5 Ch-‘11x11~ OSS5 I, t/x E Sh, 
will also be assumed to hold 
The semldlscrete Galerkm approxlmatlon IS a dlfferentlable map U [0, “) + Sh satlsfymg 
W,, v)G = (AU,, V)G + (f( , U), VI,, vv E Sh, 
U(0) approximates U. well (to O(h’)), 
(4 6) 
where ( , )G 1s the mner product, constructed above, for which (4 5) 1s satisfied 
REMARKS 2 
The specific choice of G as outlmed above IS critical to the stability and convergence of 
the method, Layton[20], [21] Simple examples exist for which the usual Galerkm method, 
(4 6) with G = I, is exponentially unstable(‘), see GunzburgerN 
First a stablhty result for a lmeanzed version of (4 1) IS proven Let W [0, ~0) + Sh 
satisfy 
(W,, VI, = (AW,, v), + (BW. v), + (F( , t), v), V v E Shy (4 7) 
where W(0) IS known, /II E W and, F(x, f) 52 X R+ + w’ 
LEMMAS 1 
W satisfies 
where 
I(W( , t)llG 5 ec“+p)’ llW~0% + C*(a, t) ;zt, IIR T OIIG~ 
C*(a, t) = 
I 
(t++fl)’ - I>(a + p)-‘, a + p f 0, t 
, a+p=O 
Thus, If a + j? < 0 
Proof Setting v = W m the equations for W gives 
i i IlWlb 5 (a + PW’IIE + IIU 1 Oll~P’ll~ 
Thus, 
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IIW(t)llG 5 e""~)'llW(0)llG + 
The rest of the lemma follows by mtegratmg the exponential exactly 0 
REMARK 4 3 
The exact nature of the constant C m the stab&y result (4 4) of Krelss[ 1 l] IS now clear 
It IS the equivalence constant between the usual L* norm and I} I/G, and IS Just the maxlmum 
eccentnclty of the elhpses determined by the quadratlc form associated with G 
This can be taken as a measure of the senslttvlty of the continuous problem to perturbations 
The closer the ellipses are to circles, the better condltloned the contmuous problem IS This 
notion of condltlonmg includes both the effects of different time scales m the differential 
equation (4 l), as m Krelss[ 131, but also the effects of the boundary matrices, S’, 9’ on these 
time scales 
The basic assumption upon f is that a solution exists that is uniformly bounded m t 
sup II4 9 OIL=* 05,<r sup IM I 011 < Oc osr<x 
and hence that the Equation (4 1) IS locally dtsxpatwe around the true sotutton for c sufficiently 
large 
Assumprzon (LD) Assume there is a F L 0 such that for t 2 T* and u(x, t) the true 
solution to (4 l), (4 2), (4 3), the Jacobian of f satisfies 
for some real number y0 with y,, + a < 0 
In addmon, assume for technical reasons 
when f is the gradient of a scalar function 
that f. 1s symmetnc This holds, for example, 
fk 2) = PZF(X, 2) 
m which case f, is the Hessian of F, hence symmetllc 
THEOREM 4 1 
Under assumption (LD), there 1s an ho such that for h 5 &, the Galerkm approxlmatlon 
converges to the true solution of (4 1), (4 2), (4 3) umformly m t on 0 I t < CC In fact, 
sup Ii@ 9 rf - UC , Oil 5 Ch’llu,,ll, 
05,4x 
+ Ch’ oz~z {ML + Ilu,llJ 
+ Ch’-’ sup //I$, 
OS,<= 
holds for h 5 ho, where C 1s independent of t (but can depend on T*) 
If f IS globally Llpschltz the above convergence result holds for all h 
Let (a - yO( measure the amount of (nonlmear) dlsnpatlon m the system The larger 
la - yOl IS the smaller the constants are m the above estimate 
If the boundary condltlons are penodlc and Sh consists of odd degree splmes on a umform 
mesh, or If Sh consists of plecewlse lmears on a umform mesh and G :s chosen so that the 
equation IS stnctly semlbounded, then the above holds with h’-‘Ilull, replaced by h’lluIj,+, 
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If S” consists of odd degree plecewlse polynomials on a uniform mesh and the boundary 
conditions are non-penodlc then the above holds with h’-‘lju/lr replaced by h’-’ zI(u/I,+, 
Proof The proof will be broken down mto five steps Also, estimates will be obtained m 
11 JIG The stated L’ estimates ~111 then follow from the equivalence of norms 
Step 1 The error zn an associated lmear problem IS estimated 
Let w be the solution of the dlfferentlal equation 
w, = Aw, + pw + F,(x, t), w(x, 0) = &(X) 
SubJect to the boundary condltlons (3 3) and let W be Its Galerkm approxlmatlon given by 
(4 7) Here Fp(x, t) = f(x, u(x, t)) - /3u(x, t) IS consldered to be a known forcing function 
(Note that w = u but W # U ) 
Let w*( = u*) be the best approxlmatlon to w m Sh Picking /I so that (a + j3) < 0 and 
usmg the last stability estimate m Lemma 4 1 gives a bound on 1IW - w*IIG that 1s umform 
m t (We omit the argument here smce, by now, It 1s standard ) The estimate that results IS 
sup IIW 9 t) - w*( t Ollc cl%<-= 
5 IIW 1 0) - w*( 7 w, + la + PI-’ “y;x {llw,C , t) - w,*( , t)llc < 
+ IIA(w - w*M > t,ll,I 
Thus, the tnangle inequality now implies that the error 1s bounded uniformly m t by terms of 
O(h’-‘) 
REMARK 44 
When a cancellation effect occurs on the (w - w*),(x, t) term this estimate can be 
Improved by l/2 or even 1 power of h, see Layton[ 161, [ 191 and FIX and Nasslf[6], to O(h’- I”) 
or O(V) 
Step 2 The error IS compared wrth the error m the associated bnear problem 
Let + = U - W, + then satisfies 
(ht vk - (A+, + 84, V)G = (F,h u) - F& U), v),, vv E 9, 
where Fl,(x, z) = f(x, z) - /3z 
Plckmg /I so that (a + /3) < 0, using Lemma 4 1, and addmg and subtracting Fb(x, w) 
gives 
sup IIM 7 t)llc 5 II4( T O)llG ,IS,CZ 
+ Ia + PI -’ (,y~ {IIF,M - F,OWc (4 9) 
Z 
+ IlF,kW - ~,,(u)//,~ 
Step 3 The case where assumption (LD) holds globally and f 1s globally Llpschrtz 
Thus, assume that there are real numbers ;J”, y, with the Jacoblan of f satlsfymg 
(4 10) 
This condltlon gives an estimate on the IIF, - Fp(U)((, term in (4 9) as fdOWs BY 
defimtlon, 
/Ffl(W) - F,i(U)ll; = 1’ (F,](W) - F,AU))‘G(x)(F,dW) - F,(U)) dx 
0 
= 
I 
’ (W - U)TJ,,GJ,j(W - U) dx, 
0 
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where Jfi 1s the (symmetnc) Jacobian of F,, evaluated at some intermediate point between W 
and U Consider the quadratic from fTABA& (A, B symmetnc) By expanding &, in the eigen- 
vectors of A, we deduce that If A = A’, B = B’ 
Applying this m the prewous equation, using the definition of Fp and condltlon (4 10) (which 
gives an entirely analogous condltlon on F/J gives 
IIF,M’) - F,d-J)IL 5 max hi - PI, h - /3bIIW - UIL 
Thus, (4 9) becomes 
where &a, P> = la + PI-’ max ho - PI, h - 81) 
A functional equation of this type arises in the analysis of the error over long time intervals 
of various step by step methods for ordinary differential equations, see Layton and MatthelJ[21] 
In [21] it was thoroughly mvestlgated In particular, followmg the analysis m [21], It can be 
shown that the choice j?* = ’ z(yo + yJ ensures that (a + /r”) < 0, &a, p*) < 1 
With this choice of /?*, the above becomes 
sup II44 , f% 5 (1 - &.h 8*))-‘1144 , O)llG 05r<r 
+ &a, PX1 - &a, P>>-’ sup IM , t) - WC-, t)lL 
cls,<x 
At this point, we will suppress the dependence of the constants upon a, j?*, y. and y, and Just 
remark that if they are carefully calculated at every step the final constants m the error estimates 
will be smaller as more “nonlinear dlsslpatlon” occurs in the system, 1 e as y. becomes farther 
to the left of a in (LD) 
The estimate above, (4 8) m Step 1 and the tnangle mequality now give 
+ c op~x lb - u*llc + aw 3 0) - u*IL < 
+ c =; IM > t) - uP( 9 m -z I 
+ c oyyFz Ilux( 7 t) - w 7 ~Na < 
We remark again that if cancellation occurs, as with a umform mesh, the last term above IS 
replaced by terms of higher accuracy 
Since W( , 0), U( , 0) and u*( 
inequality 
lb - Ullci s lb - 
7 0) are all of O(K) approxlmatlon to I.Q,, the tnangle 
u*lkT + llu* - WIG + IW - w, 
combined with the approxlmatlon assumption and another use of the estimate m Step 1 gives 
sup IM 7 I) - u 
CEKX 
3 r)ll, 5 Wl~ollr + a’ oyJx ~Ilullr + Ilu,llr) < 
+ uf-’ sup Ilull, 
OC,<I 
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REMARK 4 5 
With a uniform or almost umform mesh the last term m the above can be replaced by 
under certam mild condmons on the finite element space Sh (see [ 161, [ 191) When the boundary 
condltlons are penodlc this becomes even 
Ch’ sup IluJlr+, 
orr<= 
by adapting the argument of FIX and Nassd[6], or ThomCe and Wendroff[27] 
Smce !Zi C R’, the inverse estimate on Sh and the Sobolev theorem give convergence 
estimates m L” that are uniform m t If u IS smooth, It 1s well-known that u* 1s an optimal 
approximation to u m L” 
Further, d r 1 2, the inverse estimate and the previous analysis implies that (u* - U) + 0 
m L” Also, for l/2 < s < 1 
sup Ilu*( , t) - V( t Ollr 5 
05,<= 
5 
c sup Ilu*( , r) - UC , ~)ll, or,<= 
CC” sup llu*( , cl - UC > N_Y kZI<-X 
C/f-’ --s otyFm {IlulL + Ibtllr~ < 
Thus, 1111 - U(IL= * 0 as h + 0 uniformly m t 
Step 4 The case where assumptron (LB) holds for all t and f 1s only locally Llpschttz 
This follows for h sufficiently small by the previous case and a contmmty argument 
Specifically, suppose 
sup lb4 , OIL- 5 M, OS,<= 
and pick any E > 0 Replace f by an f’ which agrees with f(x, z) on ItI 5 M + E and satisfies 
the condltlons of Step 3 on (z/ > M + E 
By Step 3, the stated estimate holds for the equation with f’ Further, smce U’ + u m 
L” uniformly m t, for h sufficiently small (h I h, say) 
Thus, for h 5 h, the Galerkm equations for U’ are the same as the Galerkm equations for U 
and U’ = U for h I h, The result follows now from Step 3 for h 5 h, 
Step 5 The general case 
On the Interval 0 5 t I T* the equation can have exponenttal growth However, con- 
vergence follows on this interval with C = C(T*) by Theorem 4 1 of Layton[ 161 The fact 
that f IS only locally Llpschltz and not globally Llpschltz IS accommodated on [0, T*] m the 
same way as m Step 5, with h 5 h2 
The argument of Steps l-5 IS now applied to the interval [Yx, @J) to prove the convergence 
estimate for h 5 ho = mm {h,, h2} on [0, 30) 0 
REMARK 4 6 
Approxlmatiom to first order hyperbolic systems III 
Analogous results can be shown for some boundary value problems m higher dlmenslons 
by adapting the method (see [ 19, 201) and the previous proof where appropriate 
Also note that the presence of the suboptlmal term II-’ cannot be avolded wlthout a 
specific choice of Sh Dupont(S] has shown that even for simple, scalar, lmear periodic problems 
this O(h’-‘) rate of convergence does occur for some choices of Sh 
A slight modification of the above proof (I e , bounding all the errors on [t, m) instead 
of [0, x)), shows that the effect of the mltlal error will decay exponentially (O(exp ((cz + y,,)t)) 
ast-x 
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